Space observations in the far ultraviolet (FUV, are aimed at providing essential information for astrophysics, solar physics, and atmosphere physics. There are key spectral lines and bands in the FUV for the above disciplines. Despite various developments in the recent decades, yet many observations are not possible due to technical limitations, of which one of the most important is the lack of efficient optical coatings. Hence for solar physics applications there are needs of narrowband coatings for key wavelengths such as H Lyman β (102.6 nm) and OVI lines (103.2 and 103.8 nm). For atmosphere physics, narrowband coatings are required for observations at spectral lines such as OI (135.6 nm) and at the N 2 Lyman-Birge-Hopfield band (LBH,.
INTRODUCTION
The space race has opened the possibility to place optical instruments for observations in spectral bands where Earth's atmosphere absorbs radiation, such as the far ultraviolet (FUV, 100-200 nm). These observations provide essential information for disciplines such as astrophysics, solar physics, and atmosphere physics. Hence, the emission of hot environments and the electronic transitions of the primary molecules in the solar chromosphere and corona, in stars, in galaxies or in the interstellar medium can be optimally observed in many cases in the FUV. There are key spectral lines in the short FUV, such as the H Lyman α (121.6 nm) and β (102.6 nm), and O VI (103.2 and 103.8 nm) for the observation of the solar chromosphere, transition region and corona, in terms of plasma parameters and flows. Likewise, the Earth's ionosphere is a plasma of gases such as N 2 , O 2 , and O, which can recombine with electrons by emitting photons at characteristic FUV wavelengths. Particularly interesting are observations at the OI lines (130.4 and 135.6 nm) and at the N 2 Lyman-Birge-Hopfield band (LBH, 127-240 nm), which provide information about changes in the ionosphere originated such as in a solar storm.
Despite several developments in recent decades, yet many observations are not possible due to technical limitations, of which one of the most important is the lack of efficient optical coatings. The need for coatings include narrowband mirrors, filters to select a narrow band of the spectrum, and efficient polarizers. Particularly, coatings for the 100-105 range are a key element for the future generation of space solar instruments.
In order to design efficient coatings, transparent materials are required. MgF 2 is the most common FUV spacer material down to its cutoff at ~115 nm. Two groups of MgF 2 -based narrowband multilayer coatings have been developed. One of them uses Al as the second material, and they have been mostly used for transmittance filters 1, 2, 3, 4 . The other group combines MgF 2 with some other fluoride like BaF 2 , GdF 3 , LaF 3 or NdF 3 5, 6 . Regarding wideband coatings above 115 nm, the most efficient mirror consists of Al protected with MgF 2 .
Below 115 nm, and particularly down to the Lyman β line, there is a lack of efficient narrowband coatings. Here, the natural choice of a spacer material is LiF, the material in nature which keeps transparency down to the shortest possible wavelength, ~105 nm; LiF absorption increases fast with decreasing wavelength, but LiF is still the best choice of transparent material down to Lyman β. Until now, no narrowband performance has been possible other than the natural transmittance bands of few usable materials, such as In and LiF, with a relatively modest performance 7 . As for wideband coatings above ~100 nm, mirrors based on Al overcoated with LiF present a high reflectance at Lyman β 8,9,10 and above.
One difficulty in solar physics observations at Lyman β is its low intensity compared with that of H Lyman α, which is the strongest line of the solar spectrum 11, 12 , and it demands more efficient optical systems at the weak line. To try to overcome the lack of short-FUV narrowband coatings, Edelstein 13 developed specific multilayers with high Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratio, regardless of the performance at other wavelengths. A relatively similar problem has been addressed in the literature, which is the development of coatings with a good 83.4 nm/121.6 nm reflectance ratio, 83.4 nm being an O II line 14, 15, 16 .
In this proceeding we address the development of two groups of narrowband coatings. One group includes coatings with high reflectance at Lyman β and simultaneously a high Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratio. Research started with the selection of the best materials among Al, LiF, SiC and C. The three following multilayers structures were attempted: Al/LiF/SiC, Al/LiF/SiC/C and Al/LiF/SiC/LiF. Even though all three resulted in efficient fresh coatings, Al/LiF/SiC/LiF system was finally selected due to its best stability over time. The second group of coatings was aimed at defining a narrow band by transmission with two target bands: the 135.6 nm OI line and the LBH band, with the requirement to strongly reject the out-of-band, particularly the visible and close ranges. The coatings were based in (Al/MgF 2 ) n multilayers.
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
Coatings with high reflectance at Lyman β and simultaneously a high Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratio (Al/LiF/SiC, Al/LiF/SiC/C and Al/LiF/SiC/LiF systems) were deposited and measured in a combined reflectometer and deposition system at GOLD, which enables the in situ characterization in the FUV of UHV-prepared coatings. In this reflectometer-deposition system, multilayer coatings can be prepared using two different deposition techniques: ion-beam-sputtering (IBS) and evaporation, and both were used in this research. Since the two techniques are in different UHV chambers that are connected in vacuum, the samples travelled without breaking vacuum from the evaporation to the IBS chamber and back in order to alternate evaporation and sputtering in the multilayer. Base pressure in the evaporation and IBS chambers were ~2x10 -8 and 7×10 −8 Pa, respectively. When the multilayer was completed, we transferred it to the reflectometer without breaking vacuum, so that reflectance could be measured for freshly-deposited coatings; the reflectometer enables transmittance measurements too.
Films of Al and LiF were deposited by evaporation using W multi-stranded filaments (Al), and Mo boats (LiF); material purity was 99.999% for Al and Vacuum Ultraviolet (VUV)-grade for LiF. Deposition rate were 0.5-0.9 (Al) and 0.2-0.5 (LiF) nm/s; during deposition pressure increased to ~10 −6 (Al) and ~2x10 -7 (LiF) Pa. Films of SiC and C were deposited by IBS, i.e. by impinging energetic ions at 45° on a target placed facing the substrate. 96.5-mm diameter targets were used with a purity of 99.9995% for CVD-SiC and of 99.999% for C. The target was placed in a rotatable target holder that hosts up to four targets, which are cooled down with water. Ions were produced by means of a 3-cm hollow cathode ion gun working with a hollow cathode neutralizer; this gun and neutralizer contain no filament, which minimizes contamination. Typical deposition conditions were an ion energy of 1200 eV and a total ion current of ~60 mA. Ar was used as a process gas. During the sputtering process pressure in the chamber increased to ~7x10 -2 Pa. Films were deposited onto non-intentionally heated or cooled polished float glass substrates.
(Al/MgF 2 ) n filters were deposited in a 50x50x50cm cubic HV chamber, whose base pressure was 10 -5 Pa, and it is not connected in vacuum with the reflectometer. Films of Al and MgF 2 were deposited by evaporation using W multi-stranded filaments (Al) and W boats (MgF 2 ). Material purity was 99.999% for Al and VUV-grade for MgF 2 . Deposition rate were 8-10 (Al) and 2-4 (MgF 2 ) nm/s; during deposition pressure increased to ∼10 -4 Pa for both materials.
All samples were measured in the FUV in GOLD`s reflectometer system. It has a grazing-incidence, toroidalgrating monochromator, in which the entrance and exit arms are 146º apart. The monochromator covers the 12.5-200 nm spectral range with two Pt-coated diffraction gratings that operate in the long (250 l/mm) or in the short (950 l/mm) spectral range. A windowless discharge lamp was used in this work. The lamp is fed with various pure gases or gas mixtures with which it can generate many spectral lines to cover the spectral range of interest. The beam divergence was ~5 mrad and angle accuracy is estimated as ±0.1º. The sample holder can fit samples up to an area of 50.8x50.8 mm 2 . A channel electron multiplier with a CsI-coated photocathode was used as the detector. Reflectance/transmittance was obtained by measuring alternately the incident intensity and the intensity reflected by/transmitted through the sample. Most of the reflectance measurements were performed at 5º from the normal; additionally, the reflectance of some samples was measured as a function of the incident angle.
At wavelengths longer than 200 nm, the transmittance of the (Al/MgF 2 ) n samples was measured using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9 spectrophotometer. The spectrophotometer is designed to measure transmittance values not smaller than 10 -4 . Since filters with a transmittance smaller than this value had to be measured for this research, the measurement procedure was optimized, which enabled us to measure transmittance values as low as 10 -6 . This was done by working in two directions. One was to block parasitic radiation coming from reflections at various surfaces within the instrument. The other direction was to add a neutral filter in the reference path of the spectrophotometer in order to shift the dynamic range of the instrument to smaller transmittance by various orders of magnitude. The spectrophotometer as a standard measures transmittance at 0° incidence angle with non-polarized radiation. But with this configuration, the high reflectance of the present filters at long wavelengths would add a high undesired background signal. To avoid this, the filters were slightly tilted to a maximum of 5° away from the normal.
Grazing incidence x-ray reflectometry measurements were performed at Centro de Asistencia a la Investigación (CAI), Universidad Complutense de Madrid (UCM). The diffractometer system was a PANalytical X`pert PRO MRD. A Cu anode under 45 kV discharge was used as the source. The Cu Kα (λ=0.154 nm) line was selected by a graphite monochromator. Measurements were performed at the grazing incident angles from 0.1º to 2º, with a step of 0.005º. 
Narrowband filters for H Lyman β line
For the design of the multilayers we had the precedent of the Edelstein 13 research; he developed 3-layer coatings based on an innermost Al layer, a second layer of LiF, and three choices for the outermost layer: SiO 2 , Al 2 O 3 , and Au. All the systems displayed in this section are also based on Al and LiF innermost layers, due to the large refractive index contrast between Al and LiF, in addition to the relatively low absorption of LiF down to 102.6 nm. In contrast, we selected other outermost materials following the designs given in the upcoming subsections.
Al/LiF/SiC system.
SiC was initially selected as the third and outermost material of the multilayer, due to its relatively low absorption and high reflectance in this region. IBS SiC films undergo some external oxidation but keep a relatively high FUV reflectance upon ageing 17, 18 so that it can be considered a relatively stable material. Hence, a multilayer based on the Al/LiF/SiC system was prepared and measured when fresh, and also both after 14 days and after 5 months of storage in a desiccator. The design was: 50 nm Al/10.9 nm LiF/5.0 nm SiC. In the design we used the optical constant data available in the literature for Al 19, 20 , LiF 21 and SiC 22, 18 ; due to the difference, mainly in absorption, between thin films and bulk materials in this spectral range, optical constants measured on thin films were used. Figure 1 summarizes the reflectance measured for this multilayer, both fresh and aged. The fresh multilayer showed a reflectance of 0.012 at Lyman α and a reflectance of 0.41 at Lyman β, and a promising Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratio of 34. The reflectance peak was at 100.3 nm. However, reflectance at Lyman β slightly decreased over time, and even worse, reflectance at Lyman α greatly increased: after 14 days and after 5 months of storage in a desiccator, reflectance at 121.6 nm increased to 0.083 and to 0.163, respectively, so that the Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratio went down to ~3 after 5 months. In spite of this, the multilayer kept a narrowband performance which might still be useful in applications that do not require zero reflectance at Lyman α. The large reflectance increase at Lyman α was attributed to the abrupt reflectance dependence on a small change in the multilayer, whether film thickness variation or the growth of a thin oxide film on the SiC layer. We tried to avoid SiC oxidation with the use of a capping layer. C is considered a stable material under normal atmosphere; it has been used as a barrier layer in multilayers for the extreme ultraviolet 23 . Since a reasonable 102.6-nm calculated reflectance could be maintained with a C-capped multilayer, we selected this material as a capping layer of SiC. The Al/LiF/SiC multilayer was redesigned to have a 2-nm thick topmost C film. An Al/LiF/SiC/C multilayer coating was prepared and measured both when fresh and after 21 days of storage in a desiccator. The design was: 50 nm Al/9.2 nm LiF/2.7 nm SiC/2.0 nm C. The optical constant data available in the literature for C 24 were used in the design. Figure 2 summarizes the reflectance measured for this multilayer, both fresh and aged. The fresh multilayer showed a reflectance of 0.006 at Lyman α and a reflectance of 0.24 at Lyman β, and a promising Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratio of 40. The reflectance peak was again at 100.3 nm. Reflectance at Lyman β slightly increased after 21 days of storage in a desiccator, due to a band widening. However, reflectance at Lyman α dramatically increased up to 0.19 in the same period; therefore, the Lyman β/Lyman α ratio went down to ~2. Hence the capping layer of C did not succeed to provide a stable outermost interface and this multilayer design was abandoned.
Al/LiF/SiC/LiF system.
In view of the above degradation over time of multilayer designs of subsections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, we modified the design to add a second LiF layer on top of SiC. Four samples (#1, #2, #3, and #4) based on the system Al/LiF/SiC/LiF were prepared and measured. The new design was: 45 nm Al/14.4 nm LiF/8.8 nm SiC/15.1 nm LiF. Figure 3 shows the reflectance measured at 5º on these coatings when fresh. Grazing incidence x-ray reflectance measurements at Cu Kα line (λ=0.154 nm) were performed for sample #1. Measurements were fitted with IMD software 25 . Figure 4 displays the experimental measurements and the model. Table  1 summarizes the parameters obtained with the fit. As shown in table 1, LiF and SiC thicknesses of sample #1 given by the fit were slightly thicker and thinner, respectively, than the ones in the design. The averaged calculated LiF density was ~82% of bulk; this value might be reasonable since LiF deposited on a substrate at room temperature is expected to grow porous. About SiC, the fitted wavelength (nm) density was compatible with the value reported for sputtering films of 2.98 g/cm 3 26 . Finally, Al density was compatible with the bulk density of 2.70 g/cm 3 . The three outermost layers seem to mostly reproduce the roughness of the innermost Al film.
Even though the four samples followed the same design, we introduced small film thickness changes over the samples to try to get the smallest possible reflectance at Lyman α. Figure 5 highlights the reflectance of these multilayers at wavelengths around Lyman α.
Fig. 5. Reflectance in log scale at 5º of the four Al/LiF/SiC/LiF multilayers at Lyman α and close wavelengths.
The above measurements on fresh samples resulted in high Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratios of 93, 180, 177, and 325 for samples #1, #2, #3, and #4, respectively. All multilayers were measured again after some storage period in a desiccator. Figures 6, 7, 8 , and 9 display the reflectance measured for samples #1, #2, #3, and #4 both when fresh and after some storage in a desiccator. All samples presented a large Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratio when fresh; however, after some storage in a desiccator, it was found that the reflectance at Lyman α increased upon ageing, except for sample #1, where there was some reflectance evolution over time but no significant change at Lyman α. In fact, even though sample #1 had the largest reflectance at Lyman α line over the samples when fresh, the evolution over time turned sample #1 as the one that kept the lowest reflectance at Lyman α. The reflectance increment at Lyman α through all samples seems to consist of a small shift of the minimum towards longer wavelengths. The minimum reflectance over the fresh samples was found at a wavelength shorter than Lyman α only for sample #1 (119 nm), and this might be the reason why the ageing shift for sample #1 did not result in a significant change at 121.6 nm. In spite of this change at Lyman α, the reflectance of all samples hardly changed at Lyman β over time and in fact the latter slightly increased, what is attributed to some band widening along with the fact that the peak reflectance for all fresh samples was at a wavelength shorter than Lyman β. The Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratios for aged samples #1, #2, #3, and #4 were 614, 32, 33, and 100, respectively. These values are significantly better than the ones obtained for the aged multilayers based on the Al/LiF/SiC and Al/LiF/SiC/C systems. Table 2 summarizes the main parameters of each sample. In comparison, in the pioneering work of Edelstein 13 , for 7-month aged Al 2 O 3 -based coatings he reported a reflectance at Lyman α at near normal incidence of ~0.014, and the reflectance at Lyman β was ~0.30, which gives a Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratio of ~21 13 . Present multilayers display higher ratios, from 32 to 614.
The narrowband coatings displayed above provide high Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratios, although in real applications the intensity of Lyman α line may be considerably larger than Lyman β: according to data from OSO-8, which were analyzed by Lemaire et al. 12 , on the solar disk, the average Lyman α/Lyman β reflectance ratio is within the 76-90 range. A further larger rejection of Lyman α line can be obtained upon reflection on two successive mirrors coated with the present multilayer design; the throughput at Lyman β would still be ~18% and a large enough Lyman β/Lyman α throughput ratio would be obtained as to imaging Lyman β in a background of Lyman α as the one reported by Lemaire et al. 12 Usually in real applications, it is desirable that coatings be still efficient at angles away from normal incidence, due to the angular aperture of the telescope and/or due to the mirror curvature. Reflectance vs. incidence angle at Lyman α and at Lyman β wavelengths were performed on sample #4 after a storage period of 5 months in a desiccator, and it is displayed in Fig. 10 . The average polarization degree at these wavelength was p=(I p -I s )/(I p +I s )= -0.3 (intensity of the incident radiation has a larger component of polarization perpendicular to the incidence plane), where I p and I s stand for the fraction of the beam incident intensity with p or s polarization, respectively. Reflectance kept below 0.01 up to 30º at Lyman α, and above 0.4 up to 30º at Lyman β; this gives a Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratio of above 50 up to 30º, which can be considered a large enough angle for most applications. Although reflectance for all 4 samples had a narrow band around Lyman β, another multilayer (sample #5) based on the same system Al/LiF/SiC/LiF was designed and prepared in order to obtain the largest and narrowest reflectance peak at Lyman β, with no additional constraints at Lyman α. The new design was: 45 nm Al/12.0 nm LiF/10.2 nm SiC/14.8 nm LiF. Figure 11 shows the reflectance measured at 5º for sample #5, both fresh and after seven weeks and 8 months of storage in a desiccator. For the fresh multilayer we measured a reflectance of 0.50 at Lyman β and of 0.018 at Lyman α. The reflectance peak was 0.61 at 100.9 nm. Even though this coating, and also all four aforementioned coatings, were designed to reach the maximum reflectance at Lyman β, their peaks were within the 100.3-100.9 nm range; this slight peak shift compared to the design is mostly attributed to some uncertainty in LiF optical constants. This sample was stored for 8 months in a desiccator for ageing purposes, and after that time, reflectance at Lyman β changed from 0.50 to 0.47, and it did not change at the peak. Reflectance at Lyman α decreased from 0.018 to 0.016. Regarding the bandwidth, it changed from 7.7 nm (FWHM) when fresh to 9.5 nm (FWHM) after 8 months in a desiccator. Table 3 summarizes the main parameters of sample #5. For comparison purposes, Carruthers 7 prepared filters based on an In film deposited on a LiF bulk substrate, and the best result was for a filter at a temperature of 77 K, with a transmittance of 0.038 at Lyman β, and a bandwidth of ~6 nm (FWHM). The best result obtained by Edelstein 13 was for the multilayer with Al 2 O 3 as the third material, which resulted in aged coatings with a ~0.30 reflectance at Lyman β; the bandwidth could not be obtained for the aged sample from the displayed plots. Hence the present results for sample #5 are, to the best of our knowledge, the most efficient narrowband filter in this short FUV range, with a peak reflectance of 0.61 at the wavelength of 100.9 nm at near-normal incidence. Transmittance coatings were developed for the engineering model of the Ionosphere Photometer mission, aboard the Feng-Yun 3D metrological satellite, to be launched in 2016. These coatings were designed to have a peak transmittance of at least 0.10 for either the Oxygen I line (135.6 nm) or the center of the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield band (~160 nm). Transmittance ratios T 350 nm /T peak and T visible /T peak as low as possible but at least lower than 4·10 -4 and 3·10 -4 , respectively, were required. It was also desirable that the filters peaked at 135.6 nm had a low transmittance at 160 nm, and vice versa.
The first step was to select the materials. Multilayers based on Al combined with MgF 2 have been used for narrowband transmittance coatings above 115 nm 1, 2, 3, 4 . Four-bilayer coatings (Al/MgF 2 ) 4 and three-bilayer coatings (Al/MgF 2 ) 3 were designed with peak transmittance at either 135.6 or 160 nm, respectively. Al presents high absorption and reflectance, and hence small transmittance, not only in the NUV and visible ranges but also in the FUV; consequently, the total Al thickness was optimized in each multilayer to obtain at the same time enough transmittance at the target wavelength and a high rejection of the undesired ranges. The optical constant data available in the literature for Al 19 was used in the design. About MgF 2 , a non-published data set was used; this set was obtained from optical measurements on thin films. We used MgF 2 and quartz substrates for the coatings peaked at 135.6 and at 160 nm, respectively. The latter substrate was selected because of the strong absorption below its cut-off, at around 150 nm, which assures an almost zero transmittance at 135.6 nm. Figures 12 and 13 show the transmittance of both fresh and aged filters. Differently to measurements given in section 3.1, fresh here refers to measurements performed after 15 minutes of sample exposure to the atmosphere; aged measurement were performed after 13 (FUV) and 21 days (NUV and visible) of storage in a desiccator. Peak transmittance at target wavelengths, 135.6 and 160 nm, both equaled 0.087 for aged samples. Regarding the transmittance in the out of band, a virtual zero transmittance value at 135.6 nm is expected for the 160-nm filter due to the full absorption of the substrate. Regarding the 135.6 filter, a transmittance of 0.011% was measured at 160 nm. Although the peak efficiency of the filters was slightly smaller than the desired values, the design gave priority to a strong rejection of the NUV and visible ranges. Hence we obtained very low values of 8.2·10
-5 and 2.6·10 -5 for the T 350 nm /T peak and T visible /T peak ratios with the 135.6-nm filter and values of 2.1·10 -4 and 6.1·10 -5 were obtained for the same ratios with the 160-nm filter
CONCLUSIONS
Novel multilayer coatings with a high reflectance at Lyman β spectral line and at the same time a high rejection at Lyman α line have been developed. Three multilayer systems were investigated: Al/LiF/SiC, Al/LiF/SiC/C, and Al/LiF/SiC/LiF. Multilayers based on the three systems were prepared and measured at near normal incidence, and, when fresh, they showed high and narrowband performance at Lyman β, high rejection at Lyman α, and promising Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratios.
However, the Al/LiF/SiC and Al/LiF/SiC/C systems presented a dramatic reflectance increment at Lyman α upon ageing, so that their Lyman β/Lyman α ratios decreased from 34 and 40 (fresh) down to 3 and 2 (aged), respectively. Consequently, the Al/LiF/SiC and Al/LiF/SiC/C systems were discarded for the present application.
In contrast, the Al/LiF/SiC/LiF system presented a small evolution over time at Lyman α. Four samples were prepared based on this system, with slight film thickness differences. All fresh samples had an excellent performance both at Lyman β and at Lyman α and they retained a narrowband performance and a high Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratio after some storage in a desiccator. The reflectance at Lyman β did not decay over time, but it even increased slightly, due to some peak widening. The obtained Lyman β/Lyman α reflectance ratios for the four aged samples were 614, 32, 33 and 100, with a reflectance at Lyman β of above 0.40 for all of them. These multilayers keep an efficient performance at angles up to at least 30º from normal incidence.
The system Al/LiF/SiC/LiF was again optimized to obtain the highest and narrowest performance at Lyman β, with no constraints at Lyman α line. A sample stored in a desiccator for 8 months kept a peak reflectance of 0.61 at a wavelength of 100.9 nm and 0.47 at Lyman β, and a bandwidth of 9.5 nm (FWHM); to our knowledge, this is the highest experimental reflectance reported for a narrowband coating in the 100-105 range.
. In a second application, new transmittance filters were developed for the engineering model of the Ionosphere Photometer mission, aboard the Feng-Yun 3D metrological satellite. These coatings were required to have i) peak transmittance at either the Oxygen I line (135.6 nm) or the central part of the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield band (~160 nm) and ii) high rejection of the NUV and visible ranges, among other constraints.
Four-bilayer (Al/MgF 2 ) 4 and three-bilayer (Al/MgF 2 ) 3 coatings with peak transmittance at either 135.6 or 160 nm, respectively, were prepared. After some storage in a desiccators, both coatings kept a transmittance of 0.087 at their target wavelengths, , with peak-to-visible transmittance ratios of 2.6·10 -5 (peak at 135.6 nm) and 6.1·10 -5 (peak at 160 nm) .
